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a b s t r a c t
The traditional trend of DNA computing aims at solving computationally intractable
problems. The minimum bisection problem (MBP) is a well-known NP-hard problem,
which is intended to partition the vertices of a given graph into two equal halves so as
to minimize the number of those edges with exactly one end in each half. Based on a
biologically inspired computational model, this paper describes a novel algorithm for the
minimum bisection problem, which requires a time cost and a DNA strand length that are
linearly proportional to the instance size.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Since the seminal work by Adleman [1] that describes how to solve a seven-node instance of a well-known NP-hard
problem (the directed Hamiltonian path problem) via biological operations, DNA (and RNA) computation has received
considerable interest from researchers. There are three major advantages of the DNA computing: massive parallelism,
enormous memory storage and very low energy consumption.
Some typical DNA computingmodels have already been established (say, the Adleman–Liptonmodel [1,2], the restriction–
enzymemodel [3], the sticker model [4], the surface-basedmodel [5], the self -assemblymodel [6] and the hairpinmodel [7]).
Based on these models, a number of NP-complete (or NP-hard) problems have been solved at least theoretically [1–14]. In
order to fully understand the power of biological computation, it is worthwhile to try to solvemore kinds of computationally
intractable problems with the aid of DNA operations.
The minimum bisection problem (MBP) is a well-known NP-hard problem, which is intended to partition the vertices of
a given graph into two equal halves so as to minimize the number of those edges with exactly one end in each half [15,16].
The MBP plays an important role in parallel processing [17], the design of VLSI circuits [18–21] and the cluster analysis of
large data sets [22,23]. As a result, various heuristic algorithms have been devised for the MBP [16,24,25].
Motivated by the above mentioned work, this paper presents a parallel algorithm for the MBP based on a combination
of Adleman–Lipton model and the sticker model. The proposed algorithm requires a time cost and a DNA strand length that
are linearly proportional to the instance size.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally describes the Adleman–Lipton-sticker model and the minimum
bisection problem. Sections 3 and 4 propose a novel DNA algorithm for this problem and analyze its complexity. Section 5
closes this work by some summary remarks.
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2. Preliminary knowledge
In this paper,we formally describe theAdleman–Lipton-stickermodel ofDNAcomputing.We then formalize theminimum
bisection problem.
2.1. DNA computing
Along with the development of molecular biology techniques, the DNA strands can be synthesized. Thus, they can store
information in the form of four-letter strings (A, G, C and T) at themolecular level. Founded on above idea, DNA computation
proceeds in three phases: first, generate a pool of DNA strands that encode all possible solutions of the studied problem;
second, by employing molecular biology laboratory techniques, orderly apply a series of DNA operations on DNA strands
to exclude the DNA strands that do not satisfy logic constraints of the problem; third, detect whether the resulting pool
contains at the least one DNA strand, if it does, describe it, i.e., read out answer.
2.2. The Adleman–Lipton-sticker model
The Adleman–Lipton-sticker model is a DNA computing model, which fully utilizes the advantages of both the Adleman–
Lipton model and the sticker model. Below is a detailed description of this hybrid model.
2.2.1. Representation of information
Under the Adleman–Lipton-sticker model, information (a bit string) is represented by the partial duplex DNA strand called
memory complex in sticker-based model. Memory complex involves two basic groups of single stranded DNA molecules:
the memory strands and the sticker strands (or simply stickers). An N-base (containing N nucleotides) memory strand is
subdivided into K non-overlapping regions withM (thus N = MK) bases each. Corresponding to K -regions memory strand,
K different stickers are needed. Each sticker is M bases long and is complementary to one and only one of the K memory
regions according to the Watson–Crick complement rule. During the computation, each region of a given memory strand
is identified with exactly one bit (or equivalently one Boolean variable), whose value is 0 or 1 (true or false) depending on
whether its corresponding sticker is annealed to this region or not. In this way, a bit string of {0, 1}K is represented by a
memory complex, a K -regions memory strand with stickers annealed only at required bit positions. Accordingly, a large set
of bit strings is represented by a collection of memory complexes, called a tube.
For the Adleman–Lipton-sticker model towork properly, it is very important to design the sequence of thememory strand
or sticker to have certain properties. In addition, a good encoding scheme of the DNA strandmay enhance the error-resistant
ability of a DNA algorithm based on the Adleman–Lipton-sticker model. Up to the present time, the problem of strand design
has been an open question. For more details the reader is referred to [4,26–28].
Although design of thememory strand and stickermay be difficult, the design space is large. Once a strandwith K regions
is found, it can be used and reused for any problem requiring K or fewer bits of memory.
2.2.2. Operations on tubes
In the Adleman–Lipton-sticker model, several primitive operations on tubes are defined that can be used to implement
algorithms.
The six principal operations, rename, get,merge, extract, set and clear, are defined as follows:
• Tnew := rename(Told). Given a tube Told, get a tube Tnew simply by taking Told and renaming it as Tnew . Equivalently, this
operation renames a collection.
• T := get( ). Get an empty tube T . Equivalently, this operation gets an empty collection.
• T := merge(T1, T2). Given two tubes T1 and T2, get a tube T containing all strands in T1 and T2. Equivalently, this operation
gets a multiset T union of the two collections T1 and T2.
• (T1, T0) := extract(T , i). Given a tube T and a region index i, get two tubes T1 and T0, where T1 contains all those strands
in T with sticker annealed to the ith bit region, and T0 contains all the strands in T with no sticker annealed to the ith bit
region. Equivalently, this operation gets two collections T1 and T0, where T1 contains all those binary strings in T with
the ith bit being 1, and T0 contains all the binary strings in T with the ith bit being 0.
• T := set(T0, i). Given a tube T0 and a region index i, get a tube T by annealing stickers to the ith bit region of all strands
in T0. Equivalently, this operation gets a collection T by setting the ith bit of all binary strings in T0 as 1.
• T := clear(T0, i). Given a tube T0 and a region index i, get a tube T by denaturing stickers from the ith bit region of all
strands in T0. Equivalently, this operation gets a collection T by setting the ith bit of all binary strings in T0 as 0.
During the preparation of the initial tube, four additional operations are necessary:make, amplify, append and separate.
• T :=make(co). Given the code co of a DNA sequence, get a tube T of a single stranded DNA molecule with code co.
• T := amplify(T0, p). Given a tube T0, get a tube T that contains p copies of every DNA strand in T0. Equivalently, this
operation gets a collection T that contains p copies of every binary string in T0.
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Fig. 1. A graph.
• T := append(T0, s). Given a tube T0 and a strand s, get a tube T by attaching s to the end of all strands in T0.
• (T1, T2) := separate(T ). Given a tube, get two tubes of strands T1 and T2, where T1 and T2 contain approximately one half
of each type of DNA strand in T , respectively.
For the purpose of obtaining the final result, we need two more operations: detect and read.
• bool := detect(T ): Given a tube T , get a Boolean variable bool, which assumes yes or no according as there is at least one
DNA strand in T or not.
• b := read(T ): Given a tube T containing at least one strand, get randomly one strand s in T .
The above mentioned twelve tube operations can be classified into two categories:
Set I: extract, set, clear, make, amplify, append, detect, and read.
Set II: rename, get, merge, and separate.
We call every tube operation in set I as an advanced tube operation because it involves biochemical reactions and hence
is much more time-consuming than any tube operation in set II. In contrast, we call every tube operation in set II as a simple
tube operation.
2.3. The minimum bisection problem
Consider a undirected simple graph G = (V , E), where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}. Let n = |V |,
m = |E|. Throughout this paper we assume that n is even. The incidence matrix of G is an n× m 0–1 matrixM(G) = [mij],
wheremij = 1 or 0 according as the vertex vi is incident to the edge ej or not. For instance, the incidence matrix of the graph
given in Fig. 1 is:
M =
e1 e2 e3 e4
v1
v2
v3
v4
1 0 1 01 1 0 00 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
.
A bisection of G is a bipartition (S, V − S) of V with equal cardinality, which can be represented by a binary string
X = x1x2 . . . xn with xi = 1 or 0 according to whether the vertex vi is in S or not. The cost of the bisection (S, V − S) of G
is defined as the number of edges with exactly one endpoint in S. A minimum bisection of G is the bisection with minimum
cost. For example, the graph in Fig. 1 has a sole minimum bisection: ({v1, v2}, {v3, v4}), which can be denoted as X = 1100.
Theminimum bisection problem (MBP) is to find a minimum bisection of a given graph G.
3. A DNA algorithm for the minimum bisection problem
3.1. Basic idea
The basic idea behind our DNA algorithm for the minimum bisection problem is as follows: get all bisections by
eliminating all illegal bipartitions with |S| 6= |V − S| from all possible bipartitions of graph, then, find an optimal solution
by checking all candidate bisection by brute force. Specifically, the proposed algorithm consists of five steps.
Step 1: Construct set T of all possible 2n bipartition solutions of given graph G;
Step 2: Count cardinality |S| for all solutions in T , and exclude the ones with |S| 6= n/2 from T . Thus, all bisections are in
T , and a memory complex of T presents a candidate bisection of the graph G;
Step 3: According to T and incidence matrixM of graph G, determine the cut edge set C of the bisection for all solutions
in T ;
Step 4: Evaluate cost of the bisection for all solutions in T ;
Step 5: Pick out a solution in T so that the cost is minimum.
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Fig. 2. An (n, 2m, k, 1) DNA strand.
3.2. Strand design
To implement above idea, the memory strand with n + 2m + k + 1 regions is used in our algorithm, where k =
num_of_bit(max(n,m)) stands for the number of bits of a nonnegative binary integer max(n,m).
For our purposes, every strand is divided into four spaces (see Fig. 2):
• The solution space that is composed of the 1st through nth bit regions. Each bit region of this space represents one vertex
in graph G. A bit region set to 1 represents the vertex in bipartition S, and a bit region set to 0 represents the vertex in
bipartition V − S. Therefore, all possible 2n bipartition solutions of given graph G are recorded by this space.
• The edges space that is composed of the (n + 1)th through the (n + 2m)th bit regions. Each two adjacent bit regions
represent one edge in graph G, where one bit region represents one end of the edge and the first bit region represents the
end with the smaller label. This space is set to 0 when initialized. When one vertex is incident to one edge, correlative
bit region in the solution space is copied to the bit regions of corresponding edge region in the edges space during step 3
described in the Section 3.1. Thus, each edge region in the edges space has four possible values: 00, 01, 10, or 11. A edge
region set to 00 stands for that two ends are in bipartition V − S, the edge region set to 11 stands for that two ends are
in bipartition S, and the edge region set to 01 or 10 stands for that one end is in S while the other in V − S, equally, for
that the edge is in the cut edge set C .
• The computational space that is composed of the (n+ 2m+ 1)th through the (n+ 2m+ k)th bit regions. This space will
store the resulting binary integer during the evaluation of the cardinality |S| or the cost of the bisection.
• The carry space that is composed only of the (n + 2m + k + 1)th bit region. This space will hold the carry information
during the addition of two nonnegative binary integers.
For our purposes, the sequence of thememory strandwith (n+2m+k+1) bit regions is assumed to be known.Henceforth,
such a DNA strand is called as an (n, 2m, k, 1) strand, and code[i] stands for a DNA sequence encoding the i-th bit regions,
where 1≤ i ≤ n+ 2m+ k+ 1. Given an (n, 2m, k, 1) strand s, we let s(p, q) denote the binary vector corresponding to the
pth through qth bit regions of s; where 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ n + 2m + k + 1. Especially, s(n + 2m + 1, n + 2m + k) denotes the
nonnegative binary integer represented by the (n+ 2m+ 1)th through (n+ 2m+ k)th bit regions of s.
To implement our DNA algorithm, several DNA procedures are developed in the subsequent six subsections and their
time complexities are analyzed in terms of the number of (simple and advanced) tube operations involved.
3.3. DNA procedures
3.3.1. DNA initialization
Procedure T := dna_init(n,m, k, r)
Input: n,m, k: three positive integers;
r: a nonnegative integer;
code(i): the DNA sequence encoding the i-th bit region.
Output: T : a tube of all possible (n, 2m, k, 1) strands with no stickers annealed to the last 2m+ k+ 1 bit regions.
begin
1. T :=make(code(1));
2. T := amplify(T , 2n+r);
3. for i := 2 to n+ 2m+ k+ 1
4. T := append(T , code(i));
5. for i := 1 to n
6. (T1, T0) := separate(T );
7. T1 := set(T1, i);
8. T :=merge(T1, T0);
end.
Remark. A control parameter r is used in this procedure to produce an excessive amount of memory strands so that all the
desired DNA strands are existent in the resulting tube [29,30].
By inspection of this procedure, we get
Lemma 1. Procedure dna_init is executed in 2n+ 2m+ k+ 2 advanced tube operations and 2n simple tube operations.
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3.3.2. DNA increment
Procedure T := dna_inc(T0)
Input: T0: a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands
Output: T : a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands obtained bymodifying every strand s in T0 in thisway: s(n+2m+1, n+2m+k) :=
s(n+ 2m+ 1, n+ 2m+ k)+ 1.
begin
1. T := clear(T0, n+ 2m+ k+ 1);
2. (T1, T0) := extract(T , n+ 2m+ k);
3. T0 := set(T0, n+ 2m+ k)
4. T1 := clear(T1, n+ 2m+ k);
5. T1 := set(T1, n+ 2m+ k+ 1);
6. for i := 1 to k− 1
7. (T11, T10) := extract(T1, n+ 2m+ k− i);
8. T10 := set(T10, n+ 2m+ k− i);
9. T0 :=merge(T0, T10);
10. T1 := clear(T11, n+ 2m+ k− i);
11. T :=merge(T0, T1);
end.
A line-by-line checking of this procedure leads to
Lemma 2. Procedure dna_inc is executed in 3k+ 2 advanced tube operations and k+ 1 simple tube operations.
3.3.3. DNA comparison
Procedure T := dna_comp (T0, d)
Input: T0: a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands;
d: a nonnegative binary integer.
Output: T : a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands consisting of every strand s in T0 with s(n+ 2m+ 1, n+ 2m+ k) = d.
begin
1. fori := 0 to k− 1
2. if the (i+ 1)th least significant bit of d is 1, then
3. (T0, T1) := extract(T0, n+ 2m+ k− i)
4. if the (i+ 1)th least significant bit of d is 0, then
5. (T1, T0) := extract(T0, n+ 2m+ k− i)
6. T := rename(T0);
end.
By checking the procedure line by line, we derive
Lemma 3. Procedure dna_comp is executed in k advanced tube operations and one simple tube operation.
3.3.4. DNA cut edge set
Procedure T := dna_cut (T0,M)
Input: T0: a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands;
M: an n×mmatrix,M = [mij].
Output: T : a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands obtained bymodifying the (n+1)th bit region through the (n+2m)th bit region
of every strand in T0 based onM .
begin
1. for i := 1 to n
2. (T1, T0) := extract(T0, i);
3. for j := 1 tom
4. ifmij = 1 then
5. if
∑j
i=1mij = 1 then
6. T0 := clear(T0, n+ 2j− 1);
7. T1 := set(T1, n+ 2j− 1);
8. if
∑j
i=1mij = 2 then
9. T0 := clear(T0, n+ 2j);
10. T1 := set(T1, n+ 2j);
11. T0 :=merge(T0, T1);
12. T := rename(T0);
end.
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After the procedure dna_cut, the jth edge region of every (n, 2m, k, 1) strand s in T0, the (n+ 2j− 1)th bit region and the
(n + 2j)th bit region, will be set to 10 or 01 only if the jth edge is in the cut edge set of the bisection represented by the
solution space of s.
The following lemma characterizes the complexity of the procedure dna_cut.
Lemma 4. Procedure dna_cut is executed in n+ 4m advanced tube operations and n+ 1 simple tube operations.
Proof. There are total 2m elements with a value of 1 in the incident matrixM . Notice that the statements 5–10 are executed
only if mij = 1. Furthermore,∑ji=1mijis either 1 or 2. Therefore, the statements 5–10 are executed in 4m advanced tube
operations regardless of the value of n. The claimed result follows. 
3.3.5. DNA cost
Procedure T := dna_cost (T0)
Input: T0: a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands.
Output: T : a tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands obtained bymodifying each strand s in T0 in thisway: s(n+2m+1, n+2m+k) = c ,
where c is the count of the number of edge region with value 10 or 01.
begin
1. T := rename(T0);
2. for i = 1 tom;
3. (T1, T0) := extract(T , n+ 2m+ 2i− 1);
4. (T11, T10) := extract(T1, n+ 2m+ 2i);
5. (T01, T00) := extract(T0, n+ 2m+ 2i);
6. Tcut :=merge(T01, T10);
7. Tcut := dna_inc(Tcut);
8. T :=merge(Tcut , T11);
9. T :=merge(T , T00);
end.
As a consequence of Lemma 2, we have
Lemma 5. Procedure dna_cost is executed in 3m(k+ 2) advanced tube operations and mk+ 4m+ 1 simple tube operations.
3.3.6. DNA optimization
Procedure s := dna_opt(T )
Input: T : a nonempty tube of (n, 2m, k, 1) strands.
Output: s: a strand in T such that s(n+ 2m+ 1, n+ 2m+ k) attains the minimum.
begin
1. for i = 1 to k
2. (T1, T0) := extract(T , n+ i);
3. if detect(T0) = yes, then
4. T := rename(T0);
5. else T := rename(T1);
6. s := read(T );
end.
Lemma 6. Procedure dna_opt is executed in 2k+ 1 advanced tube operations and k simple tube operations.
3.4. Complete description of the DNA algorithm
Based on the previous discussions, we are in a position to describe a DNA algorithm for the minimum bisection problem.
Algorithm X := dna_mini_b(G, r)
Input: G: an undirected simple graph, with n vertices,m edges and incident matrixM .
r: a nonnegative integer, which is used as the error-resistant control parameter.
Output: X = (x1x2 . . . xn): a binary string which represents a minimum bisection solution of given graph G.
begin
1. k := num_of_bit(max(n,m));
2. T := dna_init(n, 2m, k, r);
3. for i := 1 to n
4. (T1, T0) := extract(T , i);
5. T1 := dna_inc(T1);
6. T :=merge(T1, T0);
7. T := dna_comp(T , n/2);
8. T := dna_cut(T ,M);
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Table 1
Solution space for the graph G in Fig. 2.
Bipartition S DNA strands Bipartition S DNA strands
Ø 0000 00000000 00 0 {v1} 1000 00000000 00 0
{v4} 0001 00000000 00 0 {v1 , v4} 1001 00000000 00 0*
{v3} 0010 00000000 00 0 {v1 , v3} 1010 00000000 00 0*
{v3 , v4} 0011 00000000 00 0* {v1 , v3 , v4} 1011 00000000 00 0
{v2} 0100 00000000 00 0 {v1 , v2} 1100 00000000 00 0*
{v2 , v4} 0101 00000000 00 0* {v1 , v2 , v4} 1101 00000000 00 0
{v2 , v3} 0110 00000000 00 0* {v1 , v2 , v3} 1110 00000000 00 0
{v2 , v3 , v4} 0111 00000000 00 0 {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4} 1111 00000000 00 0
Table 2
DNA strands in tube T .
Bisection Statement 8 Statement 11
{v3 , v4} 0011 00 01 01 11 00 0 0011 00 01 01 11 10 0
{v2 , v4} 0101 01 10 00 01 00 0 0101 01 10 00 01 11 0
{v2 , v3} 0110 01 11 01 10 00 0 0110 01 11 01 10 11 0
{v1 , v4} 1001 10 00 10 01 00 0 1001 10 00 10 01 11 0
{v1 , v3} 1010 10 01 11 10 00 0 1010 10 01 11 10 11 0
{v1 , v2} 1100 11 10 10 00 00 0 1100 11 10 10 00 10 0
9. for i := n+ 2m+ 1 to n+ 2m+ k
10. T := clear(T , i);
11. T := dna_cost(T );
12. s := dna_opt(T );
13. return(s(1, n));
end.
Now, let us perform algorithm dna_mini_b on the graph G in Fig. 2. Because (n,m, k) = (4, 4, 2), the length of a memory
strand is 15 according to the algorithm. Statement 2 prepares a tube T of 16 DNA strands that are specified in Table 1.
Statements 3–7 exclude those non-asterisk DNA strands in Table 1. Statement 8 appropriately modifies the edge space of
all DNA strands. After statement 8, all DNA strands of tube T are listed in the second column of Table 2. Statements 9–10
reset the computational space to zero. Statement 11 counts the number of 1–0 or 0–1 edges for all DNA strands in tube T .
The costs of all DNA strands are shown in the third column of Table 2. After statements 12, tube T contains only 0011 00 01
01 11 10 0 and 1100 11 10 10 00 10 0. The result of statement 13 is X = 1100 or X = 0011, which represents the minimum
bisection ({v1, v2}, {v3, v4}) as required.
4. The complexity of the proposed DNA algorithm
There are several resources of a DNA algorithm that are important to measure, as a function of input size. The primary
ones that we consider are:
• The solution space size;
• The total length of the computation, in Adleman–Lipton-sticker model, measured as the length of the memory strand;
• The number of operations performed during the algorithm is executed.
The following two theorems characterize the complexity of the proposed DNA algorithm dna_mini_b.
Theorem 1. For a graph G with n nodes and m edges, algorithm dna_mini_b has a solution space of size 2n, and, the memory
strand used in the algorithm consists of (n+ 2m+ k+ 1) bit regions.
Proof. The result follows directly from Section 3.2. 
Theorem 2. For a graph G with n nodes and m edges, algorithm dna_mini_b is executed in 3nk + 3mk + 6n + 12m + 5k + 3
advanced tube operations and nk+mk+ 5n+ 4m+ k+ 2 simple tube operations.
Proof. Below is an analysis of the numbers of tube operations required in the statements of algorithm dna_mini_b.
Statement 1 requires no tube operation.
By Lemma 1, statement 2 is executed in 2n+ 2m+ k+ 2 advanced tube operations and 2n simple tube operations.
By Lemma 2, statements 3–6 need 3n(k+ 1) advanced tube operations and n(k+ 2) simple tube operations.
By Lemma 3, statement 7 is performed in k advanced tube operations and one simple tube operation.
By Lemma 4, statement 8 demands in n+ 4m advanced tube operations and n+ 1 simple tube operations.
Statements 9–10 works in k advanced tube operation.
By Lemma 5, statement 11 requires 3m(k+ 2) advanced tube operations andmk+ 4m+ 1 simple tube operations.
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By Lemma 6, statement 12 runs in 2k+ 1 advanced tube operations and k simple tube operations.
Statement 13 requires no tube operation.
The claimed result follows. 
5. Summary
This article has presented a DNA algorithm for the minimum bisection problem along the Adleman–Lipton sticker model.
Some of the DNA procedures developed in this article may possibly be employed to several other kinds of NP-hard problems
such as the maximum cut problem, the k-cardinality minimum cut problem, the minimum range cut problem, the i-order
minimum cut problem, the minimum balanced cut problem, and the minimum bisection problem of a weighted graph or
even a hypergraph. Moreover, the idea of this paper can be applied to the more general k-partition problem, which requires
an equal-sized k-partition of the vertices of a graph so that the number of edges between different components isminimized.
There are, however, plenty of problems to work on implementing DNA algorithms in practice. Perhaps themost pressing
problem is the need to ascertain and address the error rates for the different manipulations. Another one is that the amount
of initial DNA material required would be unachievable for very large instances of the problem. Nevertheless, much more
work is also ongoing on the developing error-resistant and scalable laboratory computations.
Despite the engineering challenges met in laboratory investigations, DNA computing shows encouraging theoretical
advances and has already led to new computing paradigms which certainly enriched our understanding of the nature of
computation. Moreover, the proposed DNA algorithm might be able to efficiently solve medium-sized instances of the
minimum bisection problem, when further advances in biological techniques lead to an efficient implementation of DNA
computer.
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